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Brown Bess Musket trigger plate:
Used on almost every variation of First Model Brown Bess, 

1728, 1742, 1746, & 1755. Directly molded from an original 
1746 Brown Bess musket trigger plate. Wax cast in brass 
only. Slot is offset slight to right, as found on the original.
#TR-Bess-46-P trigger plate, brass only $8.99

Brown Bess Musket trigger:
Molded directly from an original First Model Brown Bess trigger, 

use our trigger and plate on a military musket or a fowling gun.
#TR-Bess-46-T trigger for Brown Bess, steel only $6.99

Trigger plate, U.S. Model 1803 
“Harper’s Ferry” rifle:

Copied from original trigger plates, the first variation is 
longer, for 1803 through 1806 dated rifles.
#TR-1803-P 1803 - 1806 trigger plate, brass only $9.99

Trigger for U. S. Model 1803  “Harper’s Ferry” rifle:
Wax cast steel copies of original antique triggers. Triggers 

from 1803 through 1806 rifles have only 1/3 web behind the 
trigger, while triggers from 1814 through 1819 have a full 2/3 
web behind trigger.
#TR-1803-T trigger, U. S. Model 1803, short web only $6.99

#TR-Bess-46-P
trigger plate

$8.99

#TR-Bess-46-T
trigger
$6.99

#TR-Fusil-C-T
trigger
$6.99

#TR-Fusil-D-T
trigger
$6.99

Trigger plate for French Type ‘C’ and Type ‘D’ trade fusils:
Made for the French Type C and Type D  trade fusils, this wax 

cast brass trigger plate has a double thickness round lug for the 
tang screw cast into the back surface. Slot is square and crisp.  
#TR-Fusil-P trigger plate, brass only $10.99

Trigger for French Type ‘C’ and ‘D’ trade fusil:
Notice the curled end. Early Type ‘C’ fusils were fancier than 

 later Type ‘D’ fusils. This curled trigger will be pretty on an early 
flint longrifle, or a smooth bore flint fowling gun. 
#TR-Fusil-C-T trigger only,  for ‘C’, with curl only $ 6.99
#TR-Fusil-D-T trigger only , for ‘D’ fusil only $ 6.99

#TR-1803-P
trigger plate

$9.99

#TR-1803-T
trigger 
$6.99

#TR-Tulle-1-T
trigger
$7.99

#TR-Fusil-P
trigger plate

$10.99

#TR-NW-3-T
trigger
$7.99

Tulle fusil-de-chasse trigger and plate:
This is a French style trigger and plate, a correct copy from our 

original  Tulle fusil-de-chasse. A simple design, suitable for use on 
pistols, longrifles, and fowling guns that require a single trigger. 

This trigger is designed to be mounted directly to the stock, for 
best leverage. Use our 3/32” hardened steel dowel pin.
#TR-Tulle-2-T trigger only  only $6.99
#TR-Tulle-2-P trigger plate, slotted only $7.99

#TR-G-296-T
trigger
$13.99

French Military Musket trigger and plate:
Charleville’s musket trigger and plate was copied 

by military armorers, worldwide. Found on Ameri-
can, English, French and other  muskets, from 1760 
through 1860.  You may use the plate or pin it directly 
to the wood, as original. Wax cast steel.
#TR-G-296-T trigger only  only $13.99
#TR-G-296-P trigger plate, slotted only $13.99

Tulle fusil-de-chasse trigger and plate:
Made with an integral pivot point in the plate, the high pivot gives 

a light trigger pull. The round boss may be drilled and tapped for a 
tang screw from above. The slot is .095” wide. The trigger is about 
.095” wide, and must be lightly polished before assembly. Pivot 
point is clearly marked in this steel wax casting.
#TR-Tulle-1-T trigger, wax cast steel only $7.99
#TR-Tulle-1-P trigger plate, wax cast steel only $9.99

#TR-Tulle-1-P
trigger plate

$9.99

Trigger for North West Trade Gun:
This trigger design is commonly found on 1840 

and earlier trade guns. The trigger can be pinned 
directly to the wood, the correct early technique, 
which generally produces the best geometry for 
easy trigger release. This trigger is about .105” 
thick, as cast. We like the shape of this trigger for 
Northwest Trade Guns, early fusils, and similar flint 
fowling guns, longifles, and muskets. Wax cast steel.
#TR-NW-3-T trigger only, steel  only $7.99

#TR-Tulle-2-T
trigger
$6.99

#TR-Tulle-2-P
trigger plate

$7.99

#TR-G-296-P
trigger plate

$13.99
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